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About This Content

Car Mechanic Simulator 2015 - Bentley DLC includes two licensed Bentley cars:

- 2016 Bentley Continental GT Speed
- 1970 Bentley T-Series T1 Four Door Saloon

Experience them in superb quality and astonishing level of details.
Repair, drive, buy, sell and contemplate them.

CHECK OUT UPDATES AND NEWS ABOUT CAR MECHANIC SIMULATOR:
https://www.facebook.com/PlayWayGames

https://twitter.com/Play_Way
http://www.playway.com
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I don't normally write reviews but I think it may help the game and prospective buyers. My expectations were not high I i just
stumbled upon this game. I have to say, for an Early Access game it's actually pretty darn awesome!

Yes, it's a bit rough around the edges and not complete yet, and yet it is a wave shooter but its actually quite unique and I own
loots of VR games.

What is in the game:

1. Three distinct maps, with differet environments, different paths to defend and diffferent layout. I like the desert town map
the most, although its quite difficult. The very first city map is fun too!

2. Three heroes. They are very distinct in gameplay and mechanics.

The mage has four different gesture based spells, gestures are very easy to remember and the game is very lenient about the
drawing part. One is a quick-throw fireball, which can be upgraded to explode or set enemies on fire, second one is AOE freeze
spell, which can be targeted on the ground and can also be upgraded to have a DOT effect. Third one is an awesome point and
release ball of lighting spell, which zaps all enemies in its path and can be upgraded to slow affected enemies. And the ultimate
spell is truly a wonder to behold! I will leave this one to you to discover.

The archer is very precise and you can shoot as fast and as accurate as you can. The archer has special arrows, such as a high
damage sleep inducing arrow and and a cool seeking arrow, which reminds me of the Guardians of the Galaxy :D
The ultimate arrow is pretty cool too:)

The gunner has a semi auto gun, you never run out of ammo but it does overheat which is clearly visible on the top of the steam-
pank-esque firearm. Now, to load special ammo and rockets into the gun, you have to physically grab the ammunition from
different part of your ingame body and then load it into the gun. The characther starts pretty weak, but after few damage and
AOE upgrades its becomes really powerful! Another benefit of this class is that you can easily finish off the enemies from afar.

3. The enemies start with regular orcs, which run towards the gate which you have to protect. The orcs also sometimes throw the
axe you, which you can either block with your shield (it breaks and then regenerates), step to the side\/duck in the real world or
teleport to another spot in the same node or to the different node. Then there are orcs that speed up the others, orcs with shields,
etc. And then there are also several special enemies too, such as a dragon, which flies straight at you and tries to eat your face.
Or the necromancer that resurrects fallen enemies. And then there are also bosses........ I leave them to you to discover!

I just made it to level 14 playing as the archer with 3 mages in my group, was such an amazing experience. I then also soloed to
wave 12 and now i'm in the 4th place on the leaderboard!

I hope my review helps people, if you have any questions please ask! And see you in the game!. I'm having a blast with this
game. It's hard to explain, but if you were a fan of Lunar Lander back in the day you will love the controls in this game. It feels
fun to play in the first hour or so, but I get the feeling like it's going to take a while to really master the controls and "git gud".
Honestly for the price it's hard not to enjoy this.. stupid game imo. This tutorial does a great job at showing the general process
of making a game asset within blender but ultimately limits its self by making the viewer create an object for TF2, a game that's
very old which means the quality of the asset has to be significantly reduced for the game to handle it. If you're only interested
in modding or creating community content then this tutorial is for you but if you actually want to learn game development then
it's only good as a refrence.. this game is early access JUST CAME OUT in early access mind you its in a alpha state (different
devs release games in different states in early access)

right now (as of February 9th 2019) you can build only 1 power station and upgrading all the components to the first level unless
you let the time go by by leaving the game run forever, but yes its possible to build 1 station as i have done so.

 time does go by faster when you speed the game up using the button unlike some other guy said

you can adjust sliders at the first place with plants on them to reach a better income
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i have got more then 5 dollars worth of enjoyment out of this game but yet again i love sciency and technical type things

definitely an alpha type release

i would 100% definitely would love to see this game come to fruition
. [[i]Reverting this to a positive review; feedback that the original review was too dated seemed a fair point. Besides, some of
the changes I disliked seemed to have been reverted or changed for the better. Leaving the original negative untouched below. I
still dislike the overall UI changes, but at this point it shouldn't be a deciding factor for anyone and they're not going to change
it.[\/i]]

Short and sweet of it is that Colony Wars is easily the best bang-for-the-buck cards expansion of Star Realms, it being a full-
standing deck in and of itself. If you're uncertain about which sets to grab, this should be the first on your list.

[--original negative review--]

Agh ... Colony Wars is a great set and I have no complaints with the cards, but ...

Lots of baffling changes happening here with UI and matchmaking ... cards are now slanted in view (seems pointless in a setup
with a screen), quick match times are whittled down from 3 minutes to 60 seconds (but with adding ~3s for each action taken)
... speeds up play at the start but when you hit late-game turns where you actually want to, you know, think about what you're
doing, it really is not enough time.

You can't even concede Realtime matches anymore. The developers making Dawn of War III scrambled when they realized
they'd forgotten to implement a surrender function in that game (and rushed it out in the first patch), and here they're actually
taking this functionality away?

I do really like star realms (have most of the physical cards) but I can't recommend this digital version at all in its current state.
Really hoping they revert some of the very poor design choices here.

Quick look at changes both good and bad:
+ Finally a lot of new music
+ 'Play All' feature speeds things up a lot early game
+ More cards, yay.
- Unable to concede in Realtime matches. Forced to either watch someone slowly gloat their way through their last turn(s) in
inevitable circumstances or just exit the game and wait for timeout before you can start a new one.
- Realtime matches whittled down from 3 minutes to '1 minute plus change', realtime matches can feel very rushed, esp. in late
game.
? Cards unnecessarily slanted. I mean you get used to it eventually but it feels really unnecessary, the original format was
perfectly fine.. for some reason i can't play it, every time i click play it only opens episode one. Feels new, not a 423 repaint.
Sounds seem to be new as well.

I quite like throttle \/ brake behavior.

Scenario: http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=706191104. best game of the year. Slit my wrists with the
guitar strings
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Until You Add The Bots To Play Alone. Game is AMAZING, really neat take on the incremental genre of clicking and idoling,
you get to assemble your own world and run your farm the way you see fit.

Review here is negative because devs have not updated or commented about the game since December 3rd 2016. Seeing how
the game is supposed to take 3-6 months to develop fully, and then get released, 2 whole months of the devs going missing?
seems fishy. Ill change to positive after the game gets worked on again.

The game is worth 3 dollars now i would say, just dont get your hopes up on new features in early access cause this project
might have been abandoned.. Rising Islands is a 3D Platformer focused on fast gameplay optimized for speedrunning.
You run through the 13 levels with the goal to reach the end of the levels.
Your character owns the ability to change colors which makes you able to stand on certain platforms, grind on certain rails, walk
up certain walls, you get the gist of it.
The platforming feels nice but sadly the game is really short. You'll finish it in about 1.5 h.
The cutscenes also are really boring because there is no music and also no voice acting.

Still if you like fast platforming games, you might like this game.

Rating:
Gameplay: 3\/5 - Some bugs, but it feels good
Level Design: 3\/5 - Standard
Soundtrack: 3\/5 - Standard
Story: 1\/5 - Boring and uninteresting
Graphics: 3\/5 - Pretty
Length: 2\/5 - Very short only 1.5 h
Replay Value: 3\/5 - Speedrunning challenges
Enjoyment: 4\/5 - I really liked it. Love this Game, Could of got it for free but i paid for it and gave my free key away because i
think the Devs deserve the cash for all the hard work.
I love streaming this whenever i do everyone always asks what game it is because its so much fun.
The choice of weapons, the humor which is so typically British and the details that have gone into making this are all top notch.
I love it i think you will too.
. they need to make where you can mod it on your own
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